
Abstract 

Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) is software that 

understands and predicts structures, reactivity and 

spectra of molecules.  When used in conjunction with 

Reactive force fields (ReaxFF) software chemical reac-

tions involving those molecules based on the reactive 

force field approach. The text parsing scripts devel-

oped in Python were created to bridge the gap be-

tween ADF and ReaxFF. 
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Purpose 

The purpose of this project is to optimize and stream-

line to process of using ADF and ReaxFF. There is no 

efficient way to effectively add constraints to a com-

pound and run it through ADF, take the ADF output 

and create a file that can be run through Reaxff, then 

take that Reaxff output and come to conclusions on it. 

To streamline this process, scripts were developed us-

ing Python to parse information out of data generated 

by ADF.  

Language 

For this project a critical part is choosing which pro-

gramming language to use in achieving success. Since 

the project calls for reading in large amounts of non-

uniform data and parsing through said data, Python 

was chosen as its efficiency outweighs other lan-

guages such as C++ of Java. With Python the ability is 

gained to write scripts that are 100-200 lines that 

would take other languages 800-900 lines to complete 

the same task. This leads to more efficient and reada-

ble code that also makes maintainability more achiev-

able.        

Conclusion 

Scripts were successfully able to bridge the gap be-

tween ADF and ReaxFF using Python. For the next 

phase of research, new text parsing scripts to be de-

veloped to replace the Monte Carlo Force Field Opti-

mizer for finding best fit force fields for a training sets 

more efficiently. 
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Esystem = Ebond + Elp + Eover + Eunder + Eval                

    + Epen + Ecoa + EC2 + Etriple + Etors              

    + Econj + EH-bond + EvdWaals + ECoulomb   


